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Abstract: Transport network reliability has been the topic of a substantial body of recent

research. This research has mostly focused on congested urban road networks and the
probability that the network will deliver a required standard of perfcirmance. At the national
level and'outside the major urban centres, accessibility, regional coverage and inter-urban
connectivity are the primary considerations. In these sparse networks, vulnerability of the
network is more important than 'reliability' because of potentially severe consequences to
transport services if specific links are cut. This paper reviews previous research on network
reliability. and discusses extensions and adaptations to the reliability concepts that are more
appropriate for strategic-level multi-modal transport systems. It also discusses techniques for
identifying specific 'weak spots' in a network, where failure of some part of the transport
infrastructure would have the most serious effects on access to specific locations and overall
system performance.
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I. BACKGROUND

Transport networks form the pathways for movement of goods and people. They allow
convenient access to work and leisure in urban areas; they undeqpin the national and urban
economy; and in rural and remote areas they are vital lifelines connecting isolated
communities to essential services. Unfortunately transport networks are not 100 per cent
reliable. Theil performance can be degraded by freak events (such as earthquakes, blizzards
and floods): or by incidents (including severe traffic crashes, special events and construction
works)t ol simply by day+o-day congestion. These disruptions cause delays and detours with
significant social, economic and environmental consequences. For critical components in
other types of systems, redundancy is often used as a way of reducing the risk of system
failure. For various reasons, this is not generally the case for transport networks. A more
common response to falling performance or perceived risk is to upgrade key links by adding
more capacity, but this simply makes the network more vulnerable to failure of those key
links.

The importance of the adverse impacts of network degradation has stimulated substantial
international research interest in transport network reliability, that is, the ability of degraded
transpot't networks to cope with travel demand. As discussed in Section 2 of this paper, most
ol the recent tesearch effort has tbcused on the reliability of urban passenger transport
networks. in terms of the probability that the network will deliver a required standard of
pertblmance. This situation is characterised by high levels of congestion, a dense road
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ncrwork. and quantifiable probability of degradation of the network. Outside major urban

ccntres. the situation is very different. In this case, the dominant consideration in transport
nctrvolk intl'astructure provision is accessibility - linking urban centres, providing regional
co\crursc. and basic lel'els ol'accessibility for the non-urban community and economy. The
rrctuor'k is sparse; congestion is not a significant issue; travel distances and times are much
lonser: und access to essential community services and to markets is the major driving force
tundellling net'uvork development. In this context, the vulnerability of the network is perhaps

nrore inrportant than'reliability'.

In blolcl ternrs. a network can be described as vulnerable if degradation of a small number of
link\ (pos\ibly a single link) has severe adverse consequences tbr accessibility between

spccilic ltlcutions. For exanrple, the road links to certain remote rural communities in
Australia arc tlccasionally cut by flood. The frequency of occurrence is low and the number of
peoplc aft'ected is small. nevertheless the impact on these persons is substantial. The amenity
ot' thesc' cornnrunities is highly vulnerable to network failure. The purpose of analysing

nL'rwot'k vulnerability is to anticipate points of weakness where the network is highly
vulnerahle and network f'ailures will have substantial adverse effects: and then to suggest

rc-nreclial nreusures such as adding links to the network to make it more robust.

This papcr develops the concept of network vulnerability. It begins by reviewing the current
stntc ol'research into network reliability, then proposes extensions and adaptations to the

reliubilitv concepts that arc more appropriate for strategic-level multi-modal transport

sysrellts. Scveral alternative definitions tbr vulnerability are proposed. The paper also

disclrsses rhe rlevelopnrent of algorithmic and visualisation tools that may be used to identify
specit'ic '\rcak spots' in u rretwork. whele failure of some part of the transport infrastructure

uould have thc rnost serious eft'ects on access to specific locations and on overall system

perl'orntancc. Finally'. the paper describes potential applications of network vulnerability
concepts. ancl proposes directions for further research.

2. NET}VORK RELIABILITY

Road nerw'olk reliability became an important research topic in transport planning during the

I990s. although sonte elentents have been the subject ofresearch interest for some time before

that. Thc Kobe earthquake of 1995 and its aftermath stimulated an interest in connectivity

rcliabilirl,. This is the probability that a pair of nodes in a network remain connected (that is,

there continues to exis( a connected path between them) when one or more links in the

ne6volk have been cut. Bell and Iida (1997, pp.l79-185) provided an analytical procedure for
assessing connectivity reliability, and a summary of the procedure is given in Iida (1999).

Subscquent lesearch was directed at degraded networks, usually urban road networks subject

to tlafl'ic congesrion. in which the network remained physically intact but the performance of
one ol nrore links could be so severely affected by congestion that their use by traffic is

currailecl. This has led to the definition of two additional forms of reliability: travel time
rcliahilitl.' :.rrrd capacitv reliability.

Trarcl rinre lcliability considers the probability that a trip between an origih-destination pair

cirn he conrpleted successlully within a specified time interval (Bell and lida. 1997, pp. l9l-
192t. This can be aflected by llLrctuating link flows and imperfect knowledge of drivers when
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making route choice decisions (Lam and Xu, 2000). One measure of link travel time
variability is the coefficient of variation of the distribution of individual travel times (Asakura

and Kashiwadani, l99l). The general assumptions are that this distribution is normal and that

rhe rravel times on adjacent links are statistically independent (lida, 1999). Earlier empirical
research (Richardson and Taylor, 1978, Taylor, 1982) supported these assumptions, although

with the qualification that in nncongested networks the distribution of individual travel times

may be positively skewed and is better represented by a log-normal distribution. Measures of
travel time variability are useful in assessing network performance in terms of service quality
plovided to travellers on a day-to-day basis (Yang et al, 2N0). Thus travel time variability
can be seen as a measure of demand satisfaction under congested conditions (Asakura, I 999).

A supply-side measure of network performance in congested networks is capacity reliability,
introdnced by Chen et al (1999) and applied by Yang et al (2000). Capacity reliability is

defined as the probability that a network can successfully accommodate a given level of travel

denrand. The network may be in its normal state or in a degraded stated (say due to incidents).

Chen cr ul (1999) defined this probability as equal to the probability that the reserve capacity
of the network is greater than or equal to the required demand for a given capacity loss due to

degradation. Yang et a/ (2000) indicated that capacity reliability and travel time reliability
together could provide a valuable network design tool.

Further research on network reliability is being pursued to develop this design tool. In
addition. there is a need for further research to properly specify travellers' responses to
unceltainty (Bonsall, 2000) so that reliability research can be used to properly inform
developnrents of new driver information systems and to influence the design of new traffic
control systems. Taylor (2000) has suggested that network reliability concepts can be applied
in the design and evaluation of traffic calming schemes.

3. NETWORK VULNERABILITY

Standard approaches to network reliability focus on network connectivity and travel time and

capacity reliability. This provides valuable insights into certain aspects of network
pertbrmance but reliability arguments bpsed on probabilities and absolute connectivity may
not adeqr.rately diagnose potential network problems. Consider t[e example of road transport
connections.between Perth and Adelaide in Australia. This is a major trade and tourism link.
Figure I shows the preferred route from Perth to Adelaide superimposed on the major road
network of Australia. Figure 2 shows the best alternative route if the preferred route is cut at
the point marked with a cross.

As shown in Figure 2, there is an alternative route so the network is still connected. Further,
available records indicate that the probability that the preferred route is cut by flood or other
cause is extremely small, so the travel time reliability is high. In addition, all of the diverted
tlafTic can be easily accommodated on the alternative route. Therefore standard measures of
rletwork reliability would not indicate any major problem with the network. However the
consequence of the tailure of one or more specific links of the preferred route is a detour of
sonte 6.000 kilometres. Clearly, the transport link between Perth and Adelaide is vulnerable to
link tailure and the consequences are substantial.
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Figure l: Pret'erred route from Perth to Adelaide

Figure 2: Alternative route from Perth to Adelaide with degraded network
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where AI;(T) is the cumulative number of opportunities within T travel cost units from
location i and Ni(t) is the absolute number of opportunities at t travel cost units from i (Black
and Conroy. 1977). This index has been rarely used, perhaps because ofthe possibly arbitrary
choice of the limiting travel cost units (T) (Neimeier, 1997), but it has the advantage of
providin-e a continuous measure of the 'accessibility surface' from a given location. This
surtace could be used to assess the relative accessibility ofa given location over a region, and
choice of different T values would provide contours of the surface, Variations of these
cot'ltours under different conditions of network degradation could form the basis for assessin'g
overall changes in network vulnerability and the relative effects for different locations within
the network.

4. IDENTIFYING NETWORK WEAKNESSBS

The purpose of analysing network vulnerability is firstly, to be able to anticipate points of
weakness where the network is vulnerable and network failures will have substantial adverse
eff'ects: and secondly, to be able to suggest remedial measures such as adding links to the
network to make it more robust. It is tempting to suggest that a transport network is most
vulnerable simply where observed link flows are greatest but

' alternative routes may be available providing a new equilibrium'pattern of flows at little
reduction in overall network performance; and

' considering aggregate flows may obscure significant vulnerabilities in connections
between particular origins and destinations.

Theretore observed link volume is not necessarily a reliable indicator of vulnerability. This
section of the paper addresses the development of analytical tools for identifying network
weaknesses.

The detinitions of network vulnerability emphasise the consequences of degradation of the
network. In other words, if the 'best' path through the network is no longer available, how
much worse is the second-best option, or the third best, and so on. This suggests an approach
based on rrth best paths though the network or on constrained shortest path algorithmi,-but in

-eeneral. al-uorithms fbr these problems are inefficient and are not included in standard
transport network modelling software packages. For a review of algorithms for nth-best and
constrained path problems, see D'Este (1997).

An alternative starting point is probabilistic route choice algorithms, such as those based on
the logit model. According to this model, a traveller will choose a particular path from the set
ofavailable paths from the required origin to destination on the basis ofthe utility ofthat path
compared to the alternatives. The measure of utility is travel time or other appropriate
generalised cost. The probability of using a particular path will then depend on its relative
utility.

This algtrnrent can be extended to individual links. The probability of using a particular link is
a measure of the utility of paths through that link compared to paths through alternative links.
Note that tbr a network without loops, the probabilities for links that comprise a network cut
will sum to unity. Thprefore if the probability of using a particular link is low then there exist
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other links with similar or 'berrer' paths. However if the probability is high then paths through

alrer.nariye links are int-erior. The higher the probability of using a particular link, the greater

thc tlil'erelce berween its utility and the utility of paths through alternative links. If that link is

cur rhen rhe network perfbrmance will degrade significantly. In other words, the link

prohabilities provide a measure of the relative performance of alternative paths and hence of

the consequences of network tailure.

It tirllows that logit-based assignrnent algorithms, such as Dial (197 l) can form the basis of an

heuristic method for identifying vulnerable links in a transport network. An alternative to

Dial's tbrntulation of logit-based assignrnent has been proposed by Bell (1995). Bell showed

that thc Flovcl-Warshall shortest path algorithm (Floyd 1962, Warshall 1962) can be extended

ro logit-based multi-path assignment. Bell proposed two algorithms, the second and more

gcrcral carr be suntnransed as tbllows. Consider a matrix of weights W, initialised as follows:

it'a link.ioins node 
"! 

to 
'l 

then lti'r" = exp(-c[ ct)' otherwise yilu"=0'

rvhere cl is the cost of travel from n to /? and cr is a choice parameter that reflects the

rr.aveller"s sensitivity to path cost. With a value of cr close to zero, trips are assigned widely

ucross ar.ailable paths with little regard to cost, while as 0 increases, trips are increasingly

assignecl to the shortest path. Having constructed the matrix of initial weights, the next step is

to cllculate

U <-(w-l)r-l (5)

rhcrr l- is the linal ntatrix of link weights fbr the choice process. These weights can then be

con'erte6 into link probabilities usingihe Van Vliet (1981) method. The probability that a trip

fronr i to i uses the link joining node or centroid r to node or centroid 'r

P',''= tl''tt'''' tt', I t11., (6)

Lising this basic relationship. similar formulas can be constructed for turning proportions or

proL,ibiliries of using other combinations of links. The advantages of Bell's formulation are

thilt it:

. calcLrlares link weights tbr trips between all origins and all destinations simultaneously,

antj
. is vulid u'hether or not there are loops in the network'

The matrix of link probabilities Pi; derived using relationship (6) provides an indicator of the

overall vulnerability of trips bet*een the given origin and destination and also of the location

ot kev links. Il P;i has elements close to unity then this is a good indicator of potential network

vulnerability because it strggests that there is a significant difference in amenity between the

bcst uttcl lte xt bcst routes.

Tlre individual link probabilities Pi,,. also provide an indicator of where to look for the key

links where rhL- connecrion is mosr vulnerable. In general, the higher the link probability, the

greuter. the adr.,erse impact if that link is broken. This suggests that candidates for the source of

nerwork vulnerability will be links rvith probability higher than a prescribed threshold 1"' ln

gcneral. the loss of any link rvith,p,;,. > 0.5 will adversely at'fect network performance but the
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ettecr may be minimal. In practice, a higher value of I may be more appropriate.

Reconrmendations for efficient values of the threshold l, and the choice parameter cr are topics

tbr fulther research.

Having assessed the vulnerability of connections between a particular origin and destination,

the vulnerability of overall access of a particular node can then be evaluated by repeating the

process fbr all destinations rcachable from that node. Theretbre calculating link probabilities

usin_e a logit-based multi-path assignment algorithm provides an heuristic technique for

identif ying both.types of nodal vulnerabilities.

This 6iscussion has considered the analysis of network vulnerability in terms of the spatial or

topokrgical contiguration of the network, by defining a measure of vulnerability based on

access ol a given node to all other nodes. This measure may be seen as similar to the simple

lleasgle of integral accessibility defined by equation (2). Further research is needed to

cqnsiclel the use of accessibility-based measures of network vulnerability, which introduce

sonte nleasure of access to opportunities located in different amounts at different locations in

the network, perhaps using measures similar to the integral accessibility measures defined by

equations (3) and (4).

5. EXAMPI,E

The lbllowing example illustrates the identification of Iinks where a network is potentially

vulnerablc. Consider the network shown in Figure 3. The number shown alongside each link

is l nreasure of the link cost.

Origin

Destination

Figure 3: Example Network

Figurc 4 shows the link probabilities atter applying the method described in Section 4 with
cr=0. 1. Probabilities less than 0.3 are shown with a thin dashed line, between 0.3 and 0.6 with
a solicl line and link probabilities greater than 0.6 are shown with a thick line. As shown in
this fi_eure. there is only one link with a high probability. According to the heuristic method
developed in Section 4. the connection between the indicated origin and destination is likely
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ro lre vulncrable to degradation of this link, but relatively insensitive to loss of other links. If
this key link is cut then the minimum and expected cost of travel increases by around 25 per

ccnr. whereas il any other link is cut. there is little (if any) impact on network performance.

Destination

Figure 4: Link Probabilities

This exanrple illustrates the application of the vulnerability concepts and the technique

described in Section 4. It also illustrates the important phenomenon that all links on the

shoftesr parh are nor necessarily points of vulnerability. Ifthere is sufficient redundancy in the

netwolk then diversion to alternate paths can take place with little degradation of network

peltirlnrance.

6. APPLICATIONS

6.1 National Strategic Transport Networ*

As described earlier in this paper, accessibility is the dominant consideration in the planning

anrJ development of transport networks at the national level and outside the major urban

cenrt'es. For example in the sparsely settled regions of Australia, transport infrastructure such

as roacls or railways has been provided at a minimum level to provide regional coverage and

inrer.-urban connectivity. In these sparse networks, vulnerability of the network is more

inrportant than 'reliability' because of the potentially severe consequences to transport

ser.vices if some specific links of the network are cut. This problem is exacerbated in some

rrltote areas of Australia where the sole highway and railway links run in close proximity. A

disasrer atfecting one mode's network is also likely to affect the other, so that cross-modal

substitution is not neaessarily available either.

Thc rechniques developed in this paper prorid" insights into the robustness of a transport

nc.twork. or conversely ro its vulnerability to failure of key links. The ability to identify where

rhe nerwork is nrost vulnerability highlights locations where the network might be modified to

nrake ir urore robust. ln practical terms, the level of urgency and specific network adaptation

will depend on rhe consequences of failure and the likely source and probability of failure.

Therelore vulnerability analysis provides a mechanism for targeting risk assessments, with the

ultiruate aint of designing appropriate counter-measures. In the long run, if potential

weaknesses in the network can be anticipated and adaptations made to the network, then the

Joumal of the Eastem Asia Society tbr Transportation Studies. Vol.4, No.2. October, 2001
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